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Dear
Freedom of Information: Right to know request
Thank you for your request under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 (the Act), for the
following information:
“1)
a) Total number of Sipps sold per quarter for 2016 and 2017 (separating out advised
and unadvised sales)
b) What percentage of these advised sales were attributable to the top 5 providers
c) What percentage of these advised sales were attributable to the top 10 providers
2)
a) How many of Sipp providers are not currently meeting capital adequacy requirements
b) How many are using Tier 2 capital to meet these requirements
c) How many are using Tier 2 capital to meet more than 25% of these requirements.”
Your request has now been considered and I can confirm we hold the information you
have requested.
In relation to Q1, the information you have requested is as follows:

*The retail investments PSD does not include all data on transactions made through nominee accounts (such
as those used in platforms). This means that there may be other SIPPs not captured as part of PSD.
*PSD only captures new sales: transfers, top-ups, alterations, increments and renewals are generally not
included.

Regarding Q2 of your request, the FCA has reviewed the returns of the firms that have
submitted data under the new requirements for the period ending 31 Dec 2017.
There is only one firm that does not hold the required capital and the FCA is working
with this firm to resolve the issue.
For the period ending 31 December 2017 of all the SIPP Operators that have submitted
data under the new SIPP Capital Adequacy requirement, 11 firms have used tier two
capital to meet their capital adequacy requirement. Of these 11 firms, 5 have used more
than 25% to make up their overall capital from tier two.

Yours sincerely
Information Disclosure Team

